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THEBG NEWS 
Volume 104, Issue 154 
Dance Marathon raises more 
than $152,000 for the Miracle 
Children's Network 
By Jess James 
Reporter 
With moist eyes and tired feet, senior Emily 
Martin will never forget the lives she changed 
while being a pan of Dance Marathon 2010. 
"The way you feel rolling back into town, know- 
ing all those people supported you, is mind blow- 
ing," Martin said. "Being able to actually meet 
and see our miracle child is an emotional expe- 
rience that truly makes you appreciate Dance 
Marathon and the great people you meet." 
Martin was one of 110 bikers who partici- 
pated in Bikes for Tykes, a 180-mile charity 
bike ride that started in Cincinnati and ended 
in Bowling Green on Sunday. For the past eight 
years, 10-year-old Dylan has been the spon- 
sored miracle child for Bikes for Tykes. He has 
been diagnosed with epilepsy, autism and a 
serious heart condition. 
"We really don't know if [Dylan| understands 
the concept of Dance Marathon, but every year 
we see him. His eyes just light up, and we try 
to play games and have fun, just make him as 
happy as possible," Martin said. 
The 32-hour event raised $152,119.61 for the 
Children's Miracle Network to help provide 
medical services to terminally ill children at the 
Mercy Children's Hospital in Toledo. This year's 
event collected $3,000 more than last year's 
$126,239.79. 
Courtney Hanley, assistant chair on the 
Dance Marathon committee, said even though 
there weren't as many participants, raising more 
money than last year was a rewarding feeling. 
"I couldn't believe we raised that much money 
with the economy and everything being the 
way it is. It felt really good to give all of our pro- 
ceeds to the hospital," Hanley said. "During the 
See DANCE | Page 2 
The Society of Professional Journalists awarded The 
BG News second place in the all-around category at 
Saturdays Region 4 competition in Cleveland. 
If you want to know more about The BG News, keep 
picking it up daily. 
IFfi 1Q?n u ESTABLISHED 920 
A daily independent student press serving 
the campus and surrounding community 
Monday, April 12, 2010 www.bqviews.com 
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AT BGVIEWS.COM: Ch 
-    out a video exclusive of 
Dance Marathon 2010. 
By the numbers: 
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$126||7< 
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TOP LEFT: DJ Scrilla performs on Saturday night at Dance Marathon DJ Jcrilla is originally 
from Cleveland Heights. Ohio 
BOTTOM LEFT: Before the balloon drop on Sunday evening, dancers perform group 
dances they've practiced for months. 
BELOW: Junior Austin Ulen teaches students a Japanese dance to the Dance Marathon 
•*    -^   dancers after his Taiko drumming group performed. 
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CAMPUS FORUM 
Competition connections Knowledge is difficult to test 
Two marketing students competed at a Faculty columnist Phil Schurrer writes on the difficulty 
National Collegiate Sales Competition, in acquiring and testing a person's knowledge, but 
placing first in the team category and maintains the importance of exams in determining how , 
also making job connections | Page 3 much a student has learned | Pag« 4 
Cardinals defeat Falcons 
In a blowout loss on Saturday, the 
Cardinals defeated the Falcons 
I 32-10, leading to one of the 
I Falcons' worst setbacks | P«gt 5 
PEOPLE .ON THE STREET 
What would you do for 32 hours straight? 
DAVID BALDRIDGE 
Junior. Digital Arts 
"Play video games or draw." 
Page4 
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BLOTTER 
THU.,APRIL8 
12:04 A.M. 
Complainant reported he was get- 
ting unwanted text messages within 
the 600 block of Eighth St. 
3:45 P.M. 
Circle K employee reported that at 
approximately 3 p.m. a white Ford 
drove off without paying for $101 
in gas. 
11:33 P.M. 
Complainant reported loud music 
within the 500 block of Colony 
H . 
FRI..APRIL9 
121A.M. 
Stephanie Henderson, 19. of Bowling 
Green, was cited for possession of 
marijuana and possession of drug 
paraphernalia and Sabrina Fuentes. 
19 of Bowling Green, was cited for 
possession of marijuana during a 
t op on the corners of West 
Court and North Church streets. 
2:37 A.M. 
Resident within the 400 block of W. 
Wooster St. was warned for criminal 
mischief 
305 A.M. 
Phillip Walsh. 22. of Edgerton. Ohio. 
ited for disorderly conduct 
unnatmg within the 100 block of E. 
Wooster St. 
735A.M 
Complainant reported sometime 
overnight someone toilet papered, 
egged, ketchuped and syrupped the 
yard on someone's residence within 
500 block of Ftnch Drive 
1109 P.M. 
Nichole Palafox, 23. of Norwalk. 
Ohio, was arrested for theft/shoplift- 
ing and endangering children when 
she attempted to take $168.80 worth 
of merchandise at Meijer. 
11:46 P.M. 
Patrick Moran. 20. of Westlake. 
Ohio, was cited for underage under 
the influence of alcohol within the 
300 block of S. Church St. 
SAT, APRIL 10 
12:07 A.M. 
Resident within the 700 block of 
Napoleon Road was warned for dis- 
orderly conduct. 
12:15 A.M. 
Resident warned for disorderly con- 
duct loud music within the 300 block 
of Campbell H.II Road. 
12:39 A.M. 
David Beck, 21. of Bowling Green. 
was cited for disorderly conduct 
urinating within the 100 block of N. 
Enterprise St. 
12:57 A.M. 
Andrew Wemmann. 23. of 
Cleveland, was cited for disorderly 
conduct urinating within the 400 
block of E. Wooster St. 
1:16 A.M. 
Ashley Ickes. 18. of North Baltimore. 
was cited for nuisance party; Jorada 
Jeffers. 18. and Matthew Purdy. 19. 
both of Bowling Green, were cited 
for underage consumption of alco- 
hol and Jacob Snow. 19. of Rudolph. 
Ohio, was cited for underage under 
the influence within the 400 block of 
N. Napoleon Road. 
1:43 A.M. 
Eric Teegarden. 19. of Ottawa. 
Ohio, was arrested for three counts 
of assault and underage under the 
influence within the 100 block of N. 
Mam St. 
2:15 A.M. 
Donald Lmnermann. 22. of Grayville. 
III., was cited for disorderly conduct 
urinatrng within the 100 block of E. 
Court St 
2:31 A.M. 
Marlon Bridges. 23. of Toledo. Ohio, 
was cited for criminal mischief within 
the 400 block of High St. 
2:41 AM. 
Justin Vance. 22, of Bowling Green, 
was cited for criminal trespass within 
the 200 block of N. Prospect St. 
2:54 A.M. 
Complainant reported sometime 
after 11 p.m. unknown subject(s) 
broke off the driver's side minor, 
valued at $400. within the 100 block 
of E. Court St. 
3:55 A.M. 
Complainant reported loud music/ 
noise within the 200 block of E. 
Wooster St. 
4:51 A.M. 
Complainant reported sometime 
after 2:30 a.m. unknown subject 
entered the vehicle and took a pair 
of silver Oakley sunglasses valued at 
$200 and a radar detector valued at 
SlOO within the 600 block of Frazee 
Ave. 
5:38 A.M. 
Ethan Bishop. 18. of Plymouth. Ohio, 
was cited for underage under the 
influence of alcohol within the 1000 
block of S. Main St. 
8:54 A.M. 
Complainant reported sometime 
overnight unknown subject(s) stole 
a light green trek bike within the 800 
block of N. College Drive. 
7:21 P.M. 
Resident within the 700 block of 
Napoleon Road was warned for dis- 
orderly conduct. 
7:35 P.M. 
Complainant reported unknown 
subject(s) threw a rock and broke 
the complainants windshield, valued 
at $250. within the 500 block of E. 
Merry Ave. 
11:03 P.M. 
Bnanna Carr. 19, of Toledo, Ohio, 
was cited for underage possession 
of alcohol and Drew Johnson. 24, 
of Toledo. Ohio, was cited for open 
container of alcohol in Lot 4. 
11:38 P.M. 
Resident within the 100 block of S. 
Summit St. was warned for disor- 
derly conduct. 
SUN, APRIL 11 
12:06 A.M. 
Jonathan Welch. 20. of Toledo. 
Ohio, was cited for disorderly con- 
CAMPBELL HILL 
TOWNHOUSES 
308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD 
3 bedroom, 1VS bath townhouses with AC, 
furniture,full basement, washer/dryer,free internet 
$900 per month plus utilities (limit 5) 
$99 per person Deposit Special 
2 bedroom, 1 Vi bath townhouses with AC, 
furniture, full basement, microwaves, 
washer and dryers,free internet 
Starting at $670 per month plus utilities 
(2 person rate) 
^tSs 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
445 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
419.352.0717 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
duct urinating within the 200 block 
of N. Church St. 
12:15 A.M. 
Cedric Bouyer, 20. of Toledo. Ohio, 
was cited for underage possession 
of alcohol within the 200 block of N. 
Church St 
1:58 A.M. 
Stephen Dosek. 22. of Bowling 
Green, was arrested for disorderly 
conduct while intoxicated and men- 
acing in Lot 1. 
2:14 A.M. 
Timothy Braskett, 24. of Mount 
Victory. Ohio, was cited for disor- 
derly conduct urinating in Lot 1. 
2:26 AM. 
Parker Hennerman. 21. and Michael 
Kreig. both of Toledo; and Allen 
Hillis. 20, of Napoleon. Ohio, were 
cited for disorderly conduct fighting 
within the 100 block of E Wooster 
St. 
2:33 A.M. 
Troy Carter. 29. of Silver Spring, 
Md.. and Steven Mason. 26. of 
Fostoria. Ohio, were arrested for 
assault within the 100 block of E. 
Wooster St. 
3:09 AM. 
Byron Hills. 23. of Bowling Green, 
was arrested for nuisance party 
violations within the 400 block of 
Clough St 
3:37 AM. 
Jacob Whitcomb. 18. of Bowling 
Green, Ohio, was cited for underage 
under the influence and misrepre- 
sentation to obtain alcohol within 
the 300 block of S Main St 
k 0 N LIN E: Go to bqviews.com for the complete blotter list. 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual errors. 
If you think an error has been made, 
call The BG News at 419-572-6966. 
DANCE 
From Page 1 
middle of the night, there was 
probably only SO dancers, so I 
definitely noticed there were 
a lot less people involved than 
past years." 
More than 2!"> miracle fami- 
lies fromallacrossOhioshowed 
their thanks to those who 
helped make Dance Marathon 
2010 a continuing success. 
Miracle Child Hunter Bute 
is an 8-year-old boy from 
IX'fiance, Ohio, suffering from 
Takayasu's arteritis, an inflam- 
matory disease that slowly 
attacks the immune system. 
Young boys like Hunter will 
go home with a new friend 
made and a smile on their face 
because of the students who 
helped make Dance Marathon 
2010 a memorable experience. 
laura Roberts is Hunter's 
mom and a first-year attend- 
ee of the University's Dance 
Marathon. She said the student 
compassion behind Dance 
Marathon is different than 
other college charity events. 
"We've been here for IB hours 
and the students couldn't be 
doinga better job," Itoberts said. 
"The thing that sets Bowling 
Green's Dance Marathon apart 
from other colleges is (that) 
they want people to know what 
they're helping and the chil- 
dren they're benefiting. You 
can tell how much lime and 
effort was put into all this, and 
to see everything come togeth- 
er makes you truly appreciate 
everyone involved." 
Previous Dance Marathons 
have had a better turnout than 
this year, which had 200 fewer 
dancers than in 2009. 
Regardless of the declining 
number of volunteers, Dance 
Marathon has always been 
strongly supported by the 
University for its community 
service and the reputation it 
has built the past 15 years. 
Assistant Vice President for 
Student Affairs (ill Carr was 
one of several University offi- 
cials in attendance at Dance 
Marathon 2010. 
"This is my fifteenth Dance 
Marathon and my fourth year 
having the honor to speak at 
this great event," Carr said. 
"We're celebrating 15 years of 
Dance Marathon, we're cel- 
ebrating the education BGSU 
offers and we're celebrating 
100 years of a tradition of stu- 
dents like you. F.veryorie here 
is awesome." 
Individual awards were 
given at the end of the cel- 
ebration for the students and 
organizations that collected 
the most money and showed 
the most spirit. The overall 
most spirited dancer went to 
freshman Michael Majors who 
is a member of Alpha Sigma 
Phi fraternity and a first-year 
Dance Marathon attendee. 
"I couldn't be happier to be 
involved in Dance Marathon," 
Majors said. "The cause itself 
is so incredible. To see the end 
result with the kids and the 
miracle families brings tears 
to your eyes. My feet hurt, I'm 
tired, but that all goes away 
after you know what you've 
been a part of." 
When the event was over and 
the time to celebrate came to a 
close, senior Dance Marathon 
Director Michelle Robinson was 
pleased with the end results. 
"Dance Marathon has 
changed my life, impacted 
my life and has taught me 
not to sweat the small stuff." 
Robinson said. "F.very year 
when I am at Dance Marathon, 
I see all these kids battling 
these diseases and I can't have 
any kind of anger or stress. 
It will be the memory I talk 
about with my kids, my grand- 
kids. It's the reason 1 love help- 
ing others and it's the reason I 
love Bowling Green." 
Preferred 
Properties Co. 
Find A Place To Call Home 
www.prelerredpropertiesco.com 
MAKE YOUR NOME AT: 
Haven House Manor 
Fox Run Apts. 
Piedmont Apts. 
Birchwood (small pet allowed) 
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown) 
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies 
Houses 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon-Fri: 8-4:30 
530 S. Maple St. 
419-352-9378 
Save Time, Save Money 
Summer Term Classes at Terra Community College 
Day, evening and online 
courses available. 
Select from two start dates. 
May 10-June 11 
June 14-August 6 
Check out our Summer 2010 course offerings on 
our website. Look for the "Go Green" Terra logo. 
For more information, contact our Admissions 
office at 419.559.2349. 
lUNfrYcoiua 
866.AT.TERRA 
www.terra.edu 
YOU CAN DOUBLE UP, GET WILD, 
FLIP OUT, SLEEP IT OFF 
AND SAVE MONEY 
monday 
tuesday 
Wednesday 
thursday 
friday 
sunday 
DOUBLE POINTS DAY! 
(am double iyimt' r>n youi Qdoba Cam™ 
TACO TUESDAY 
Enjoy 2 tacos foi only $3 
WILD WEDNESDAYS 
purchase an entree of your cfioice and receive 
an entree of equal 01 lesser value foi 50% off 
TOSS UP THURSDAY 
Heads you pay. (ails «e pay 
(6 to 8pm only) 
$5 FRIDAY 
For a limiled time, enjoy your favo'ilc entree 
(Of only $5 on Fridays, alt day long' 
SLEEP IT OFF SUNOAY 
Free order of chips and queso with the 
purchase of any flavorful entree open to close. 
BOWLING GRErN 
^ MEXICAN GRILL 
520 E. Reed St. $525/month 
525 E. Merry St. $525/month 
507 E. Merry St. $525/month 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentajls.com 
• Two bedroom apartments 
• Close to Campus 
• Furnished/Unfurnished 
' 
Monday. February 12.2010 3 
Tornado siren 
tests catch many 
students asleep 
By Sli.iin.i Smith 
Reporter 
Senior Aziza Shumba is one 
of many students who checks 
the weather every day before 
leaving for class. But when 
it comes to hearing the test- 
ing of severe weather sirens, 
she only hears it about once 
every three months. 
The Wood County Sheriff's 
department tests the siren at 
10 a.m. the first Saturday of 
every month. Tornado season 
occurs during April through 
July. May and lune are the 
months when tornado activ- 
ity reaches its peak. 
"We can set off the alarms 
individually, but we set 
them all off during testing,'' 
said Wood County Dispatch 
Superior Hose Chambers. 
But because it's the week- 
end, some students may not 
hear the sirens being tested 
so early. 
"I rarely hear it every 
month,'' Shumba said. "It's 
probably because I've been 
sleeping in and I have car- 
plugs in so I can tune out 
the drunk people and the 
train." 
Freshman Sheldon 
Stonerook said he can only 
remember hearing the sirens 
go off once since moving 
in, but knows it's routine 
because he's used to hearing 
them frequently back home. 
The Bowling (ireen Fire 
Department placed 12 sirens 
in the city of Bowling Green 
to ensure everyone will be 
able to hear them go off. 
Sophomore Timothy Heed 
said he has heard the sirens 
but doesn't think they're 
loud enough. 
"When I lived in Texas the 
sirens are very loud, but here 
"When I lived in Texas, 
the sirens are very 
loud, but here they're 
not loud enough." 
Timothy Reed | Sophomore 
they're not loud enough. 
You can't hear them clearly," 
Heed said. 
Some students may not 
hear the sirens because of 
sleeping patterns, chemically- 
induced sleeping or sleeping 
With music playing through 
head phones, Shumba said. 
Every building on cam- 
pus has instructions locat- 
ed by the main entrance 
describing what to do if a 
tornado were to hit, accord- 
ing to the University Police 
Department. For On-campus 
students, resident advisers 
and hall directors are trained 
how to handle severe weather 
situations. 
Off-campus students are 
encouraged to be familiar 
with the designated shelter 
in their building. This is usu- 
ally the basement, away from 
any windows. Students are 
also encouraged to follow all 
procedures issued by local 
enforcement and National 
Weather Service during 
severe weather incidents. In 
the event of a tornado, off- 
campus students can also 
seek shelter at the Senior 
Citizen Center or the Bowling 
Green Community Center, 
according to the Bowling 
Green Eire Department. 
The University also encour- 
ages students, faculty and 
staff to sign up for the Alert 
BG system to get the quickest 
updates on emergencies. 
Shamrock 
Storage 
Near Campus 
Security Fence 
•24 Hr Access 
•Clean 
• Many Sizes 
Summer 
Storage! 
Don't Make Extra Work 
Leave Your "Things"! 
(419)354-0070 
1724 E. Wooster 
www.shamrockbg.com 
FRUGAL 
FALCON$ 
4 Tips on Cell Phone 
: Billing Practices 
.  .|Tip#2 
— (Calculate the monthly 
[^J\ total of all of the 
^*, charges. Advertised 
I |   I prices usually do 
not include taxes or 
activation fees. 
Sill* 11'     >tWW  StHMtOjlO'llO  (1<>, 
Brought to you by: 
"BGSU. 
www.bg vu tdu/ imms 
419 J'J 2252 
GLASS CITY 
FEDERAL 
CREDIT UNION 
Information Session 
For prospective students 
interested in the 
University of Toledo 
Don't miss this opportunity to talk to faculty, 
program directors, and coordinators from the UTMC 
programs. Get answers to your questions -about 
their programs: 
• Allied Health Professions: including 
OccupationalTherapy. Physician Assistant 
Studies. Physical Therapy, and Organ 
Oonation Science. 
• Biomedical Research: Cellular & Molecular 
Neurobiology, Molecular Basis of Disease. 
MolecularAnd Cellular Biology and 
Radiological Sciences 
• Medicine: including Early Decision 
and MEDStart 
• Nursing: including Bachelor of Science In 
Nursing; Entry Level Master ot Science in 
Nursing and Master of Science in Nursing 
torBSNs 
Information session for prospective students on: 
Monday, April 12, 2010   5:30-6:30 pm   Bowen Thompson Student Union 
Medicine- Room 207 , 
Nursing & Physical Therapy- Room 208 
OT & PA, Organ Donor Science and Research- Ballroom 202B 
• 
Students win suits, employer recognition at sales competition 
ByMaxFilby 
Reporter 
Marketing students arc already 
preparing for the University 
Student Sales Competition 
scheduled to take place next 
September, said Christine Sciler. 
Marketing 4400 instructor, 
The top 10 applicants will 
each record a 20 minute role 
play video In which he a she 
will demonstrate sales abilities 
as learned in Marketing-14(H). or 
Professional Selling, according 
to a 2010 University College of 
Business document The judging 
panel consists of sides managers 
who determine the compel it inn 
winners. 
The first and second place fin- 
ishers are announced at a ban- 
quet and allowed to continue on 
to the National Collegiate Sales 
Competition." Seller said. 
University seniors Ahby 
Brown   and   Matthew   Vasko 
"It was definitely 
the greatest 
experience I've had in 
my college career." 
■ ■ 
made it to the semifinals in their 
individual categories at the four- 
day National Collegiate Sales 
Competition in March. The 
University also placed first in 
the team category, according to 
a 2010 NCSC document, 
it was definitely the greatest 
experience I've had in my col- 
lege career," Vasko said. "It's a 
lot of fun meeting the professors 
and students in safes, Everyone 
isreally"oulgoing.' 
This year's NCSC was held in 
Atlanta, (ia.. at kennesau State 
University. 
Vasko placed liist in the first 
tWO rounds of the NCSC and 
second in the semifinals while 
Brown placed second in the first 
round, second in the second 
roundand third in the semifinals. 
Brown and Vasko's combined 
scores earned the University first 
place in the competition, 
Some corporations awarded 
students individual prizes, such 
as SHOO business suits, but overall 
students in the competition gain 
an incredible exposure to pos- 
sible future employers, Seiler said. 
"It really helped me connect 
with peers and employers, 
Brown said. "I have an inter 
view coming up with Mcalrcc in 
Dallas, Texas." 
The potential buyers changed 
for each of the 20-minute role- 
play rounds, and students were 
required lo shape their -ales 
pitch around what the buyers 
found most valuable. 
Brown and Vasko originally 
finished in thetoptuoot students 
whocrimpclcdinthcUniversity's 
student Sales Competition back 
in September of 2009. I he top 10 
students. Including Brown and 
Vasko, were selected on the basis 
of previous experience, comple- 
tion of Marketing 4400, GPA and 
a one-page essay. 
"Once  they  found  out  they 
won in mid-November, thej bad 
about three and a hall months to 
ptvpair  Seller said about Broun 
and vasko's finishes in the local 
competition, 
Similar to sports champion 
ships, colleges ate entered into 
a pool for the NCSC even year. 
Seiler said. I he top tun finishers 
are entered into the quarterfinals, 
while everyone else is entered 
into a wildcard round. 
The University has been com 
peling in the NCSC lor the past 
10 year-, and was sealed 17th at 
the beginning ol the2010 Nl St 
based on previous competition 
finishes. 
visit us online 
BGVtews 
2010 - 11 
School Year 
Listings Available 
MAKE AN OFFER! 
mrntmu 
www.cartyrentals.com 
Looking to wrap up 
Final few houses. 
Allowed up to 
7 on lease. 
Bonus for 1st 
Large Group! 
(Apartments Available) 
All next to Campus • Blocks 
from Downtown • Free Internet 
419.353.0325 
• Newer Construction 
• Two Story duplexes 
• 3 Bedrooms 2 Baths 
• On site Laundry 
• 3 Unrelated Tenants 
• 9.5 & 12 Month Leases 
• Ceramic Tile 
• $760/mo(12mo) 
(419)535-5800 
www.meccabg.com 
ECCA 
Management Inc. 
Help Make 
THE BG NEWS 
Your Newspaper 
Share your insight, creativity, ideas and opinions with the campus community 
The BG News is now accepting applications 
for Summer & Fall 2010 Staffs 
• Reporters • Copy Editors 
• Staff Editor's • Web Staff 
• Opinion Columnists • Videographers 
• Photographers • On-Line Media 
• Graphic Designers Assistants 
Applications are available in 210 or 204 West Hall. 
Interviews will begin April 26. 
Return completed application and please sign up for an 
, interview time at 210 West Hall. Ht] l -*- E©t*tfNS 
IU
^-^ eiuskm.. WWW.BCHEWS.COM 
opened  §^ THE b£ NEWS 
FORUM "It's probably because I've been sleeping in and I have earplugs in so I can tune out the drunk people and the train." 
- Aziza Shumba. senior, on not hearing the tornado siren tests [see story, pg. 1]. Monday. April 12.2010 4 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET  What would you do for 36 hours straight? 
f   '   ! 
■Rage." 
RICK JUNIOR. 
Sophomore. 
Architecture 
"Take a very long 
nap" 
ASHLEY HORVATH. 
Junior. 
Early OiJdhood Education 
"I'd like to have sex 
for 36 hours straight" 
DANIEL LARRY. 
Sophomore. 
VCT 
"Eat everything I can 
find." 
BREANNESTROEMPL. 
Junior. 
Early Childhood Education 
K   VISIT US AT 
^S   BGVIEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question' Qve us your 
feedback at bgviews.com 
Knowledge is difficult to test, 
but evaluation is important 
Its hard to believe, hut then.' are 
only three weeks remaining until 
the start of final exams. For some, 
it brings the welcome end to a 
semester; brothers, the termina- 
tion of forma! academic training 
and moving on to the so-called 
"real world.'' 
So. before we go Uirough the 
agony of finals and the ecstasy 
of semester's end. it might lx- a 
good idea to dabble in the waters 
of epistemology — the subject of 
what knowledge is and how we 
acquire it. Ix'st we forget, knowl- 
edge is what we seek around 
here' (experience, however, takes 
a lifetime to acquire'.) 
There are those who take the 
position that the only knowledge 
worthy of its name is that which 
humans acquire Uirough a for- 
mal system of reasoning. Some 
may go further and divide this 
up into inductive and deductive 
reasoning, but the main focus of 
Uiose who believe in this manner 
is Uie central position of reason 
in the world. 
The subjects of rational 
analysis can be concrete (the 
A above middle C on a piano 
has a frequency of 440 Hz), or 
abstract, as in pi equaling to 
3.14159+ (personally, your pi 
can be anything you want — I 
like mince meat or apple.) 
Counted among those who 
feel this way is apparently one 
of my columnist-brethren here 
at the BG News. His position, if 
I understand it correctly, is that 
the products of rational thinking 
exist: those that don't pass the 
rational test belong only in tin■ 
world of imagination and may be 
discounted. 
A big problem exists when 
realities such as love or patrio- 
tism arc confronted. These 
abstract, some would say "emo- 
tional'' realities, are not easily 
susceptible to the manipula- 
tion of well thought-out sys- 
tems of rational thinking. Yet 
they do exist, and can be prime 
motivators for all of us. 
So, how to explain things like 
love? The quick response is: you 
can't. This brings us to the big 
problem faced by the rational- 
ists (small "r"): There are reali- 
ties that exist outside of ratio- 
nality. This doesn't mean they 
don't exist; it merely means 
we come to acknowledge their 
existence using ways other than 
pure logic. 
Those who dismiss realities 
not arrived at by pure logic are 
closing off a major portion of 
reality. Classic case in point: ask a 
scientist what happened before 
the Big Bang. And before that? 
And before that? Quickly, the sci- 
entist will truthfully state, "We 
don't know." At that point, we 
may have come to the outer lim- 
its of reasoning. 
This doesn't mean nothing 
happened before the Big Bang. 
It means we can't yet discern it 
Uirough the rational or scientific 
method. 
The scientific method of 
proposition, proof or rejection, 
followed by additional ques- 
tions, is very valid and extremely 
useful. A casual glance at our 
technology is proof enough of 
i;s productiveness. 
But humans have needs that 
rationality cannot fulfill. Beliefs 
in CKXI and loyalty to one's family 
or country are some examples. 
These realities arc just as present 
and valid as those that can be 
determined with a computer or 
lab experiment. 
Knowledge is therefore at its 
heart, the sum total of all reality, 
not just those arrived at Uirough 
rationality. It's what makes us 
human. It's why we go to school, 
both lonnallv and informally. 
One of a professor's most impor- 
tant roles is to transform students 
into thinkers. 
Examinations are one way — 
certainly not the only, nor neces- 
sarily the best — to determine 
the extent of a student's knowl- 
edge. So whether this is your last 
semester or another on the road 
to the last semester, remember 
that knowledge, no matter how 
it's acquired, must still be test- 
ed and evaluated. This is how 
humans learn. 
Respond to Phil at 
titenews9bmews.com 
0n-campus residents can't 
understand commuter's pain 
By Catherine Oiburn 
Guest Columnist 
Commuter students do have 
the right to complain. Just 
because we are not living on 
campus does not mean we can- 
not voice our opinions. So here 
is 'another commuter com- 
plaint' about David llouser's 
recent article, "Commuters 
complain too much." 
First off, let's define what a 
commuter is. In your article you 
assume a commuter is someone 
who opted out of living on cam- 
pus to live in a house in Bowling 
(ireen; students who live in off- 
campus housing. The Bowling 
Green Off-Campus Student 
Services define commuters as 
"students who live off-campus 
with family members, both 
within the Bowling Green city 
limits as well as students who 
live outside of BG." 
These are not students who 
signed leases to live with friends. 
Many commuters chose to live 
at home with their families due 
to money reasons, family issues 
or an array of other reasons you 
might not have considered. 
With that definition out of the 
way, you talk about how the lots 
around Offenhauer and Mac are 
closing to "update campus living 
and attract new students." It's 
fantastic they want to improve 
the campus, but look at it from a 
commuter's point of view. They 
arc tearing down something we 
use to put up, something that 
has no direct impact on us. We 
will not be living in these new 
dorms, so it is really not improv- 
ing much for us. 
And do you really want to know 
what the big deal with having to 
walk an extra couple minutes is? 
Since the weather is getting nice 
it might not be as clear, but in 
THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE 
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the winter, walking campus is 
brutal. Trekking through the 
snow, rain and wind is not at 
all a fun task, especially after a 
long day. 
Imagine getting up to go to 
class at 6:45 because you have 
to leave your house at 7:30 to 
get to your 8:30 class. Then you 
have a long day of classes until 
5:15, but no — you cannot just 
go to the dorm and relax, you 
have to carry all your books 
across campus, while facing 
the elements to get to your car. 
Upon arriving to your car, you 
get to drive through nish hour 
traffic, and then, finally home, 
you can start your homework. 
So no, we commuters are not 
lazy, we just have to go through a 
little more to get to class. We can't 
just roll out of bed and go, so yes, 
it is a little bit of a burden. 
Yes commuter students elect- 
ed not to live on campus, but 
that does not mean we should 
park on the outskirts of cam- 
pus. On-campus students 
pay more to the University 
because they use more; you 
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Corporate sponsorship of arenas 
taints America's great pastime 
Baseball has been the 
American pastime for over 100 
years. With every major event 
and era this nation has seen 
in that time, baseball has been 
there to cheer us up and make 
the summer great. 
But in the last few years, 
baseball has become more like 
America in a negative way. It has 
started to sell out and over-com- 
mercialize just to make some 
extra bills. 
Now, I don't mean teams 
should not advertise; there is 
nothing wrong with that. What 
I'm talking about is teams giving 
away the naming rights to their 
stadiums and ballparks. 
Every city in the nation that 
has a baseball team is filled with 
history of the sport. With such a 
storied past, it just seems wrong 
that stadiums now have names 
like Comerica Park, Target Field 
and Progressive Held. Names 
like this are embarrassing to the 
sport and it seems to be getting 
worse with each year. 
When new stadiums are built, 
the host teams and cities appar- 
ently can't do it on their own. So, 
they have large companies come 
in to help out, selling out the 
names of these temples to base- 
ball legends. Comerica Park, 
which opened in 2000, Citi Field 
in 2009, and Target Field in 2010 
are all key examples. 
Have these companies ever 
been to a baseball game? For 
many people, baseball is more 
than a sport. It's history is filled 
with great names and achieve- 
ments. The ballparks where 
these events happen are con- 
sidered holy ground. They are 
the temples where baseball gods 
play. Wrigley Field, Fenway Park, 
Tiger Stadium; these places are 
just as famous as the players 
who called them home. 
What if the house that Ruth 
built had been called AIG 
Field? It just seems to be a great 
sin against baseball, and by 
association, us. 
The worst was a blasphemy 
carried out in Cleveland a few 
years ago. In the case of parks 
like Detroit's Comerica and 
Minnesota's Target Field, it 
is horrible they sold out their 
names, but at the same time it 
does make some sense. New sta- 
diums can be very expensive, 
especially for teams that have to 
pay big bucks for their players. 
Selling the name rights to com- 
panies does make some sense, 
even if it is evil. 
But in Cleveland, there is no 
new stadium. One day the ball- 
park was called iacobs Field, the 
next it was called Progressive 
Field. No new stadium for the 
city; they just couldn't afford 
to maintain the park and keep 
it in decent shape, so they sold 
the name. What kind of baseball 
town is that? They would rather 
just sell the name and all the his- 
tory connected to it, then spend 
their own money or try to get the 
money to fix up the park on their 
own? This is just wrong. 
But these towns are not the 
only ones. Cities all over the 
country with local baseball 
team are selling off their park's 
name for some extra cash and 
sponsors. 
In a time when baseball is 
having a slight problem with 
steroids and other scandals, it 
cannot continue to forget its 
past like this. 
It's still Jacobs Field. Tiger 
Stadium is still in the memory 
of every Detroiter and the Astro 
Dome, still makes Minnesota 
proud. Baseball is America's 
pastime and it is as much a part 
of us as anything else you can 
think of. Those stadiums are 
holy ground of this pastime, 
and a holy land should not be 
named after a bank or grocery 
store. Stick with the real and 
classical names. 
Respond to Bryan at 
thenews@bgneivs.com 
are paying room, board and 
food, because you are costing 
them money to live here! 
On-campus students are 
paying room fees to live in the 
rooms; this should have nothing 
to do with parking! We don't give 
the University any money for 
living because we are not using 
those services. Since when does 
this have to do with where we 
park our cars? Faculty members 
do not pay money to the univer- 
sity yet their spots are right up 
front, so according to your logic 
they should be out in nowhere; 
you get what you pay for right? 
Commuters should have closer 
spots because we actually go to 
our cars more than once a week. 
There is also a safety issue 
with commuters parking far. 
If a class goes' until 9, we have 
to walk to our cars, usually 
i alone, in the dark. Yes better 
lighting will help, but it can 
still be scary to some. As a 
young female, I would not feel 
safe even with better lighting; 
I would not be able to defend 
myself if something happens. 
So the commuters who actu- 
ally commute and do not just 
live in off-campus housing, this 
is something to complain about. 
Yes, we know nothing will be 
changing. The lots will be moved, 
but we can voice our opinion on 
the issue. 
Catherine is a junior majoring 
in Early Childhood Education. 
Respond to her at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
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Former BG coach wins fourth 
National Championship 
5 
By Scan Shapiro 
Sports Editor 
DETROIT — On the strength 
of four third-period goals and 
solid goaltending from lohn 
Muse, Boston College defeated 
Wisconsin 5-0 to win the 2010 
National Championship. 
For Boston College head 
coach lerry York, it was his fourth 
National Championship — three 
with Boston College, one with BG 
— and the win also proved to be 
his 850th career victory. 
York, who served as the coach 
at BG from 1979 to 1994. won his 
first national title in 1984 when 
BG defeated Minnesota- Duluth 
in quadruple overtime. 
While the 1984 Championship 
was the longest game in NCAA 
title game history, Saturday's win 
over Wisconsin came much easier 
for the 38-year coaching veteran. 
Boston College led 1-0 after 
two periods and then coasted to 
the National Championship with 
four third-period goals, two by 
forward Cam Atkinson. 
"There were tight battles. We 
weren't thinking of breaking the 
game open, we were thinking 
of trying to continue to play 
what we call Eagle hockey: not 
be affected by the score, not, 
'Hey, let's protect the 1-0 lead,'" 
York said. 
While it was the offense that 
opened up the game in the 
third period, Muse was superb 
in the Iuigle net, stopping all 20 
shots he faced while improving 
to 8-0 all-time in NCAA tourna- 
ment games. 
After the win, York reflected on 
how the 2010 national title was 
similar to the 1984 championship 
with BG. 
"I think there's a lot of simi- 
larities. I had mentioned to my 
team tonight before the game 
that I've coached a lot of teams 
that have gone to the national 
championship game, but three 
have won the right to put their 
name on the trophy and those 
three, all three, shared com- 
mon maybe attributes 1 look 
at," York said. 
York also won championships 
in 2001 and 2008 with Boston 
(allege. 
CHRISTINA MC0INNIS 
CHAMPION: former BG coach and current Boston College head coach Jerry York hoists tlv 2010 National < ■ 
Humanitarian Bowl 
agreement good 
deal for the MAC 
The Mid-American Conference 
has made many gains in the 
past few years in nationally 
promoting its football teams. 
The conference redirected 
some of its money toward foot- 
ball a few years ago, which 
helped the MAC put five teams 
in bowls each of the past two 
seasons. 
In addition, the league 
negotiated a TV contract with 
ESPN through the 2016-17 aca- 
demic year, which includes 11 
televised football games per 
season. 
The MAC has also made a 
name for itself through some 
of its recent players - includ- 
ing big names such as Ben 
Roethlisberger, Omar lacobs, 
Dan LeFevour, Freddie Barnes, 
and many more. 
Now, the MAC will try to 
make a name for itself in the 
Pacific northwest once a year 
when they send a team to the 
Humanitarian Bowl in Boise, 
Idaho, to play a team from the 
Western Athletic Conference. 
The agreement - which is 
good for the next four seasons 
- was announced Friday and 
drew simple praise from BG 
football coach Dave Clawson, 
who led the Falcons to the 
game in 2009. 
"I think it's awesome," 
Clawson said. 
And frankly, so should you. 
The  MAC and  WAC  have 
played   in   several   exciting 
games the past few seasons, 
including: 
•BG's 43-42 loss to Idaho in 
the 2009 Humanitarian Bowl 
•Northern Illinois' 34'31 loss 
to Idaho in 2009 
•Western Michigan's 51-28 
win against Idaho in 2008 
•Toledo's 55-54 overtime loss 
to Fresno State in 2008 
•Northern Illinois' 42-35 win 
against Idaho in 2007 
But, there have a4so been 
blowouts, such as BG's 49-14 
loss to Boise State this past sea- 
son, which is where the only 
problem with the agreement 
may come in. 
The MAC is sending its third 
best team to the bowl, while 
the WAC will send "one of its 
top teams," according to a 
press release. The WAC has had 
multiple teams in the top 25 
several times in recent seasons, 
and if that "top team" is one of 
them, the MAC may suffer an 
embarrassing defeat under the 
national spotlight. 
See COLUMN | Page 6 
FACEBOOK 
Blow Out 
Falcons concede 47 runs to Cardinals, including 32-10 loss on Sat: 
ANDREA FEW I THE BG NEW! 
DOOM AND GLOOM: The BG baseball players hung then head in the loss to Ball State 
By Justin Onslow 
Reporter 
The BG baseball squad got a little 
bit of everything during its three- 
game set against the Ball State 
Cardinals this weekend. 
After dropping game one on 
Friday 12-6, the Falcons stum- 
bled into their worst setback in 
years, allowing 32 nms lo the 
Cardinals in a 32-10 blowout 
loss in which BG gave up 29 hits 
and committed four errors. Four 
Falcon pitchers allowed six or 
more runs, and all but one of the 
Cardinals' 32 runs were earned. It 
was die Falcons worst loss in the 
last decade. 
BG battled back, however, 
as the team got an outstand- 
ing pitching performance from 
senior Kevin Leady in game 
three, winning 9-3. Like they 
have done so many times this 
year, the Falcons stepped up in 
game three to avoid a sweep. 
Pitching and lidding have 
been key in Falcon wins this year, 
and the team was exceptional in 
bodi areas on Sunday. BG's only 
error came in the ninth inning, 
leading to Hall States third and 
final nin. The Cardinals com- 
mitted five errors of their own. 
and the Falcons capitalized with 
seven unearned runs. 
Senior center fielder T.). 
Blanton continued his consis- 
tency campaign this season, 
going 2-for-S in game three and 
extending his hitting streak to a 
career-best 21 games. He wen) 5- 
for-I3 in the series with two RBIs. 
lagan Mcisler and Ion Berti 
combined for 9-for-21 at the 
plate with six RBIs and six runs 
between diem. As a team, the 
Falcons hit .327 on the week- 
end, relying heavily on String- 
ing together base hits. Hi ,s lone 
home run of the series came in 
the form of a grand shun oil the 
hat of freshman catcher Michael 
I able during game two. 
Kevin Leady continued bis 
dominance on the mound ibis 
season with one of his best 
performances of the year on 
Sunday. He went seven innings 
and allowed two runs on onhj 
three hits. He stun k out seven 
and walked mree en route to bis 
fourth win of the season. I eadj 
has been the falcons most reli- 
able pitcher this year He lowered 
his season I HA to 1,06 with his 
outing on Sunday. 
I be Falcons fall to 9-17-1 over- 
all on the year and 3-6 in the 
Mid-American Conference with 
the series loss. Iliey will take 
on Cleveland State llniveisin 
at home Tuesday with the first 
pitch slated for 3 p.m. 
CHRIS1INA MCGINNS    1HEBGNEWS 
REGIONAL Breanne Guy competed in NCAA regionals this weekend. 
Three Falcons compete in NCAA regionals 
ByCJW.„,<„, 
Reporter 
The Bowling Green gymnastics 
team sent three athletes to the 
NCAA Regionals this Saturday in 
Lexington, Kentucky, and they 
did not disappoint. 
All-arounders Breanne Guy. 
Kasey Fillmore. and freshman 
Danielle Wishart, who competed 
on the vault, were all sent to the 
University of Kennicky - they are 
the most BG gymnasts sent to 
Regionals since 1987. 
Guy and Fillmore participat- 
ed in the all-around event. They 
finished 14th and 16th, respec- 
tively, and Wishart finishing 35th 
on the vault. 
. Since BG's team was not rep- 
resented at the meet, the gym- 
nasts perfonned alongside one 
of the selected schools - Guy with 
Kennicky, l-'illmore with Central 
Michigan, and Wishart with 
Michigan Slate. 
Both all-amunders snuggled 
out of the gate as Fillmore put up 
a 9.450 on the beam and Guy fin- 
ished with a 9.550 on the bars. Guy 
would regroup and put together a 
solid 9.750 on the beam - finish- 
ing stronger on the event than 
anyone on the Kentucky team. In 
her final three events Fillmore 
wenl on to score 9.600 on both 
die floor and the vault and a 9.650 
on the bars. 
Guy,   the   Falcons'   lone 
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veteran, put up anoth- 
er solid score of 9.750 as 
Kentucky found its way to 
the floor routine. The vault 
was Guy's lowest score of 
the day as she hit a 9.575. 
Wishart put together a solid 
routine as she scored a 9.700 
on her only event of the day, 
the vault. 
All in all, it was a good showing 
for the Falcons. 
Coach Kerrie Beach 
explained how nerve racking 
regionals can be, especially 
for first-time competitors like 
Fillmore and Wishart. She 
went on to say she hopes this 
experience will benefit them 
in the future. 
TRACK 
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FOLLOW THE LINES: Zada Lines prepares to deliver a pitch against Toledo. B< 
defeated the Rockeis twee. See the story page 6 
Falcons finish fourth 
The BG track and field team finished fourth at the Ohio 
Women's Team Challenge this weekend. The Falcons won 
three individual events and had ten top-three finishes. 
| See Tuesdays BG News 
GOLF 
Women's golf finishes 14th 
The BG-women's golf team finished 14th at the 
•EKU Colonel Classic after registering a final score of 
980. Morehead State won the tournament played in 
Richmond. Ky. with 9051 See Tuesday's BG News 
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By Bran Wane 
Reporter 
Both junior Zada Lines and Che 
long ball resulted in two victories 
for BG over their rivals the Toledo 
Rockets. Lines led the Falcons 
to 3-1 and 9-1 victories over the 
weekend to improve her pitch- 
ing record to 4-6. The Falcons 
improved to 8-12 overall and 4-2 
in the MAC. The Rockets fell to 
7-20 overall and 1 -4 in the MAC. 
Senior Susan Sontag, fresh- 
men l^aige Bcrger and Lines, all 
hit homeruns as the Falcons 
SCOied a minimum of one nin 
in each of the four innings they 
baited during the 9-1 victory over 
the Rockets on Sunday. Bergcr's 
honicnin was the eighth of her 
season helping the Falcons get off 
to a 3-0 lead after the first inning 
ITic Falcons loaded the bases 
three times against the Rockets 
and Sontag's three-run homc- 
mn opened up the lead to 9-1 in 
the bottom of the fourth, before 
the Falcons closed it out in five 
innings,   lines stnick out nine 
batters and improved her ERA to 
4.47 on the season. She was also 
able to strike out four the previ- 
ous day, walking only one and 
throwing three hitless and score- 
less innings. 
On Saturday, six different 
Falcons recorded hits in the 
3-1 victory. BG outhit the UT 
8-3 as freshman Hannah Fulk, 
freshman Andrea Amey, senior 
Karmen Coffey, and Sontag all hit 
doubles. Coffey stole a base in 
each game ovei the weekend and 
has stolen 12 in 13 tries. 
Sophomore Rachel Proehl was 
2-2 at the plate and scored the 
only run of the first inning when 
Berger smashed a single through 
left field. 
Iblcdo left 13 on base in the 
two contests and recorded just 
eight hits. BG recorded 18 hits 
against their 1-75 rivals. 
The Falcons are scheduled for 
a doubleheadcr against the Ohio 
Stale Buckeyes on Wednesday, 
April 14, in Columbus. Came 
times are set for 5:00 pm. and 
7:00 pm. 
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From Page 5 
But if the two teams in the 
game are evenly matched and 
play an exciting brand of foot- 
ball, ihe amount of free public- 
ity that would follow is invalu- 
able to the conference, and 
Clawson said there is a good 
chance of that happening. 
"The MAC and the WAC are 
known for wide-open offenses, 
and there is certainly an enter- 
tainment value there that peo- 
ple appreciate," Clawson said. 
A perfect example is once 
again the 2009 H-Bowl. I sub- 
scribe to several Google alerts 
pertaining to BG football and 
maybe two weeks ago, there 
was a new article written about 
the game, which was played 
Dec. 30. 
And you know that game 
will be talked about numerous 
times this coming season. 
The Humanitarian Bowl 
drew its highest TV ratings in 
2008 and 2009 with more than 3 
million viewers each year, and 
if the bowl becomes known for 
featuring wide-open offenses 
annually, those ratings have 
nowhere to go but up. 
Additionally, the game is 
already an interesting draw 
for casual college football fans 
because it is the only bowl 
in a cold weather city that is 
played outdoors, and TV view- 
ers almost always stop flipping 
through channels when they 
see the blue turf of Bronco 
Stadium. 
Another win for the MAC is 
the fact the H-Bowl replaces 
the International Bowl, which 
folded earlier this year. In that 
game, the MAC was matched 
up against a team from the 
Big East, which won all four 
matchups. 
Being able to play against 
a comparable conference in 
the WAC, the MAC will have a 
chance to establish a winning 
tradition, according to Clawson. 
"If you took Boise IStatel out 
of their league, we might be 
ranked higher than them," 
Clawson said. "We're recruit- 
ing the same type of player in 
different areas of the country." 
Put it all together and perhaps 
the MAC can start improving 
on the 2-15 record it has posted 
in bowl games since 2006. 
I 
.ook for the RED CROSS when 
donating blood on campus! 
Come to donate and receive a coupon for a 
free Chipotle burrito and a pint of ice creaml 
American 
Red Cross 
redcrossblood.org I 1-800-RED CROSS 
(1-800-733-2767) 
BGSU Campus 
Red Cross Blood Drive 
In the Student Union Multi-Purpose Room 
Monday, April 12 - Thursday, April 15, 2010 
11 am - 5 pm 
Visit redcrossblood.org and enter Sponsor Code: BGSU. 
Check out our facebook page: 
facebook.com/redcrossblood 
Free Chipotle burrito 
Free pint of ice cream 
Individual* who are 17 year* of age (16 with parental pefrmeaionin some states), meet weight and height requirement* (110 pounds or more, de- 
pending on the» height) and a>e in generally good health may be eligible to donate blood Please MMiyou» Red Cross blood donor card o> other 
form of positive ID when you come to donate. Sue005 I 2010/03 c 2010 The American NationalRed Ooee 03/10AP03BO 
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BG 
NEWS 
Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
The BG Newi will not knowingly accept 
•dvertitentrnts thai discriminate, or 
encourage discrimination against any 
Individual or group on the bails of race 
sex. color, creed, religion, national origin. 
vetrian.or on the basis of am oilier legallj 
nicitii ird M.nii". 
tir BG \«ss reserves thr right to decline, 
dtsiontiniie or revise any advertisement 
such as those found to be defamatory, 
Mi king In l.iclual basis, mlsleaillugnr false 
in nature. All advertisrments are subject 
.  ■      '    ;■;■■■ - 
Services Offered 
Campus Quarters Sports Barl 
SO 35 WINGS S S3 Mug Club 
every Monday! Find us on Facebookl 
Help Wanted 
IBARTENDING! up to S300/day. No 
exp. necessary. Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 exl 174 
Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane 
Residential Services, Inc. is looking 
for positive, patient people to provide 
care to individuals with developmen- 
tal disabilities. Will provide personal 
care & help w/ daily living skills. 
Flexible schedules - full time, part 
time. & sub positions available. 
$9 -$13.18/hr based on exp 
Positions require High School 
Diploma or GED and valid drivers 
license, acceptable dnving record 
& pre-employment background 
screening. Obtain application from 
WLRS. 545 Pearl St, Bowling Green, 
Monday-Friday. 8:00am-4:00pm 
or download application at. 
www.woodlanere8idential.org. 
E.O.E. 
Local hotel now hiring for 2 positions: 
computer professional with multi- 
media experience, and a marketing 
sales manager. E-mail resume to: 
info@eidiproperties.com 
Part-time Project Asst. hiring now tor 
Summer & Fall MBA a plus, not 
required; or Business undergrad. 
Strong work ethic, communication, 
& writing skills, early-stage co. 
financing   Interesting projects, 
broad-based learning. 
Up to 20 hours/wk 
jobs ® savageconsulti ng. com 
For advance tickets & showtimes visit 
cinemark.com 
01 call I-800-FANDANGO • Eip Code IMPS 
CINEMAS Woodland Moll • N. Main Sued 
u>ui! mnmi BitoeitPM uso • AII DA> tuiwrs? so 
ioupii rwwswr rivm* MUD IQ) use 
QpMkliwmri'fiUISM 
Sr»o«VTirn»»«MO   4/15/10 
MOW TO TKAm YOtW DTtAOON  I - i 
•4 35   7 10   9 35 
BOUNTY HUNTER (PG-13) 
•4 50 7 30   10 05 
♦ CLASH OF THE TITANS [PG-13) (to Pm 
•4 40  7 15   9 45 
♦ DATE NIGHT [PG 13] (No Passes) 
•4 45   7 00   9 30 
HOT TUB TIME MACHINE [R| 
•4 55   7 25   9 50 
♦ N0WSIS NO CLASSIC SUPFttMitt 
'  ~ «d k laird It* 
Help Wanted 
"Wanted approx 5/5/10 for 2 weeks, 
apt cleaners lor rentals. 
Call 419-353-0325. 
Play Sports' Have Fun! Save Money! 
Maine camp needs counselors lor 
all land, adventure & water sports. 
Great summer! 888-844-8080. apply: 
PT A.M.Childcare needed for toddler 
in Perrysburg home Prefer Early 
Childhood Ed w/ref. 419-350-9894 
For Rent 
"10-11 s.y. leases/apts. houses, effs 
Looking to wrap up Houses still avail 
Discounts on 1 -6 BR houses & apts 
Cartyrentals.com 353-0325 9a-9p 
"Last Large Houses for 10-11 S.Y 
Must go. MAKE Offer 353-0325 9-9p 
321 E. Merry house, 4BR =7 allowed 
315 E Merry UP, 4BR = 5 allowed, 
also SUMMER ONLY rentals. 
1 apt, close to campus, 
available NOW, May S August 
Call 419-708-9981. 
1 BR apt, 854 8th SI, $400./mo ♦ 
elec w/ $400 security dep. No pets. 
Call 419-392-3354 
12 month leases starling May 2010 
122 N Enterprise - 1BR. S380'mo 
322 E. Court- 1BR apt, 
S440/mo includes all ulil. 
230 N. Enterprise - 1BR, $370/mo. 
605 5th St. - 3BR, 1 5ba, $630/mo 
837 3rd St - 3BR. 2ba, $840/mo 
847 2nd SI - 3BR, 2ba, $900/mo 
Call lor August available rentals. 
www.BGApar1ments.com 
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917 
2BR apts, 4th SI, pets OK. reduced 
price, $490/mo +gas/elec; water incl. 
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456 
2BR. 1 bath apt, 8th St. 
washer/dryer, 
call 419-352-8872. 
3BR, 2 bath - house. 5th St, 
Avail Aug. $675/mo. 
Call 419-352-8872. 
3BR, 2 bath - house, 5th St. 
A/C. W/D hookup, avail May 
$775/mo, call 419-352-8872. 
3BR, each w/ private full bath. 
close to campus. $950/mo. 
Call 419-708-9981 
424 E. Wooster, Lg 3 BR apt. great 
location, avail Fall 2010 $950/mo, 
mils incl. Call 419-352-5882. 
426 E Wooster, large 1 BR apt 
Avail Fall 2010, $475/mo, utils incl. 
Call 419-352-5882. 
TOE™ 
Tidge & microwave 
King or 2 double beds 
Free cable TV 
Free local calls 
Hair dryer & coffee 
ak m er ava liable 
Right Across from BGSU! 
$439.00/month 
aik-fbrKon, 
419.352.5211 
New Aectpti 
419-906-4729 
•WE DELIVER- 
2 Big Burritos - $5.99 
1 Big Burritos + Drink - $3.99 
I xriftis 4   1* 10 
WWW.SPEE0YBURRIT0S.COM 
425 E. WOOSTER • BEHIND THE NEW DOMINO'S 
ixak i 
Hillsdale 
1 & 2 bdrm apts 
3 bdrm Townhouses 
washer & dryer (in 2 & 3 
bedrm), diswasher, 
garbage disposal, 
central air and heat, carports 
1045 N. Main St. 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
419-353-5800 
meccabg.com 
info@meccabg.com      Management Inc. 
CA 
For Rent The Daily Crossword Fix   HA^OD 
brought to you by     L/HVV/ II 
4BR house, 208 S Summit St 
S1,300/mo, avail 5/15/10 
Call 419-308-1733 
842 / 846 7th St. 3BR. 2 bath, new & 
modem duplexes, close to campus. 
Call 419-353-5078 
Avail Aug 2010. all upgraded. 
large houses, call 419-308-2458 
3 Bedroom houses 
127 Georgia SI - S975/mo 
219 N Enterprise - $1350/mo, 
606 Filth SI - S900/mo. 
131 N Church - S750/mo 
2 BR house: 133 Georgia -$750'mo 
3BRapt 443 N Enterprise -550/mo 
1 BR apts; 112 Ridge Si - 350/mo. 
& 443 N Enlerpnse - S300/mo 
BG Apts -818/822 2nd St. 
2BR Apts Avail May or August. 
S490/S500 t util. 12 mo lease 
www.BGApartments.com 
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917 
Highland Management 
Now leasing lor 2010-2011 s.y. 
1 & 2 bedroom apartments 
Call 419-354-6036. M-F. 9am -3pm 
www bghighlandmgmt.com 
Houses & Apartments 
12 month leases only 
S. Smith Contracting LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
OHice open 10-2. M-F. 
www.bgapartments.com 
KICK GASI FREE HEATI 1 S 2 BR 
$99 SD Special! Great Location! 
Pet Friendliest! 
Varsity Square Apts. 
419-353-7715 
Look lor more listings on the 
BG News website housing directory 
www bgviews com 
NEW REDUCED RENT 
HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES! 
PET FRIENDLY. 
May or August Lease 2010-2011 
824 5lh St. - 4 BR 2 bath, A/C. W/D. 
$695/mo - 3 ppl, S875/mo - 4 ppl 
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064 
www.froboserental8.com 
Nice 2BR house, near campus, 
new inside, energy efficient 
S750/mo Call 419-352-5882 
Nice 3BR house. 939 N Prospecl. 
W/D. dishwasher, 3 person max 
occup Avail May, S650/mo + ulil. 
Call 419-601-0781 
NOW RENTING - SPRING 8 FALL. 
CALL 419-352-3445. 9am-9pm 
martinrentals.com 
Shamrock Storage 
Many sizes Near BGSU 
ShamrockBG com 419-354-0070 
Shamrock Studios 
Spring Special on Studio Apt. 
Semester leases. S425/mo. turn. 
We provide all ulil, cable, WiFi. 
Call 354-0070 or ShamrockBG com 
Sign for next year now and save. 
S420/mo for year lease, 709 Filth St 
2BR. 2 baths. C/A, call Jack or Phil 
lor appl at 800-829-8638 
www.meccabg.com 
Mecca Management Inc 
419-353-5800 
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ACROSS 
1 Casey and Kildare: Abbr. 
4 Clairvoyant's claim, (or short 
7 Courses (or coll. credit 
10 Ball support 
13 Actor McKellen 
14 Classic Jag 
15 California (ruit 
1 7 Critters with powerlul |aws 
20 Server on skates 
21 Sniggler's prey 
22 Ehel Saannen's son 
23 Normandy battleground 
24 Chinese government bigwig 
27 Program interruption 
32 Bedroom set piece 
35 Sun. speech 
36 Catch a few z's 
37 'Green Eggs and Ham" author 
38 Writer Jong 
40 USNA grad 
41 Sephia automaker 
44 Took, as advice 
46 Spurning learning 
1 45s. e.g. 
2 Charged 
3 Watchdog's warning 
4 _ 67: Montreal 
World's Fair 
5 Ship's captain 
6 Proverbial sword 
beater 
7 Apollo's twin sister 
8 Movie girl with 
"perils" 
9 "To      . With Love" 
10 Mah-jongg piece 
11 Cabinet dept 
tormed after the 
1977 oil crisis 
12 "Tiger in your tank" 
company 
16 Bow's opposite 
18 Greek god of fear 
19 Nerd 
25 Actress Dawn 
Chong 
26 "Snowy" wading birds 
28 Take a chance 
29 Arthurian lady 
30 Texas city on the 
Brazos 
31 Wing tip-to-wing 
tip distance 
32 "Just _!" 
33 Contact lens 
solution brand 
34 Is required to 
39 Take offense at 
42 "To sum up ..." 
43 Not with 
44 Cockpit abbr. 
45 Sand structures 
47 Tut-tutted 
48 Rugged rock 
51 Haircut sounds 
52 Stadium levels 
53 Balance sheet item 
54 Approximations: Abbr. 
55 Classic autos 
56 58-Across star Lendl 
59 Cinders of old comics 
61 . de Janeiro 
62 Lawyers' gp 
49 Caribbean isl belonging to 
France 
50 "iCbmo      usted?" 
54 The Phantom of the Opera 
57 River inlet 
58 Game in which love is 
expressed frequently? 
60 Discontinuing relations of any 
kind 
63 Apple-polishers 
64 canto: singing style 
65 Post- opposite 
66 Govt. ID 
67 Frequently, in verse 
68 Words in a simile 
69 Old JFK arrival 
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HIGH SPEED DS 
" www.dacor.nei 
or call 419.3S2.356S 
SIS Weal Waaslar ••wllng Bran 
Tir«sront COOO/VIAH 
TAKE THE 
MONEY & RIDE 
SPRING EVENT 
GET A 
*50  20ofF 25^ 1698 
4 VISA REBATE     ■ ***M Mechanical ^SSSSSSS-m    ^TlrBsii       Service OJ; 0ILCH4 Oil ANGE 
THE LOWEST OUT THE DOOR TIRE STORE 
-H'SSS* UTO SERVICE CENTERS t 
(419) 
Across from ALDI 
CMM Sling 3159 K)«gRd DMmai fnanit 192SWSUKS1 !19 332!2;i Heir:                    TlO-irrlCrl-        ll9.SiP.91i 
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The Institute for the Study of Culture and Society's Latin American and Latina/o Studies Cluster 
presents 
2ND ANNUAL LATIN AMERICAN AND LATINO/A STUDIES CONFERENCE 
A DAYLONG ACADEMIC CONFERENCE THAT EXAMINES LATIN AMERICAN AND LATINO/A STUDIES 
AND THEIR INTERSECTIONS WITH AMERICAN STUDIES AND CANADIAN STUDIES 
MONDAY, APRIL 12,2010 AT THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION 
CONFBRENCI PANr.LS - SKY HANK RM. 201 A & B 
8:31)- 9:20 A.M.   ENVIRONMEN1 *v NATION 
9:30-  IO:20A.M.   WOMEN. CRISIS & POLITICS 
10:30     11:20 A.M.   NORTH AMERICAN BORDERS 
I 1:30 A.M. -  12:30 P.M.   MIGRATION. LANGUAOI 
& LATINOS IN  I III  U.S. 
1:30 -  2:20 I'M.    INI I KNAI IONAI   RllMIONS IN 
THE AMI RICAS 
2:30 - 3:20 P.M.   OENDER CLASS & CUL1 URI 
3:30 - 4:30 P.M.   MUSIC & POLIIICS 
4:30 - 5:50 P.M.   RECEPTION 
REPRESENTATIONS OF 
MIGRATION IN NAHUAART 
KEYNOTE ADDRESS        6:00 I'M BTSU THEATER (RM. 206) 
DR. MARTHA GARCIA & 
ARTIST NICOLAS DE )ESUS 
NICOLAS DE JESUS' ARTWORK WILL BE DISPLAYED 
THROUGHOUT THE DAY IN SKYBANK RM. 201. 
. 
DESPIERTA AMI RICA ISUS 
FOR FULL CONFERENCE DETAILS. PLEASE SEE: 
WWW.BGSU.EDU/ORCiANIZATIONS/LALSC/FVENTS 
CO-SPONSORID BY THE ETHNIC CULTURAL ARTS PROGRAM. Till INSTITUTE TOR THE STUDY OI CULTURE ft SOCIETY. THE CENTER 
FORUNDERCRAOUAir RESEARCH Si SCHOLARSHIP   I III   OIPARTMENTS OI   HISTORY. ROMANCE fiCLASSICAL STUDIES. ETHNIC- 
STUDIES. St POLITICAL SCIENCE. & THE AMERICAN CULIURE STUDIES PROGRAM 
AH events are free and open to the public. http://www.bgsu.ixlu/organi/ations/ialsc BGSU. 
1, 2,3 Bedroom     1 
Homes and Apartments     1 
Pets allowed in most units 
with Pet deposit 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
|                           www(newloverentals.com 
V    Large Houses that allow 
1     more than 3 unrelated people 
Come in and see us,                    &m 
let us help you find a home! 
8 Monday. April 12.2010 WEEKEND WWW.BGVIEWS.COM 
he Falcon baseball and softball teams were busy this 
weekend, with a total of five home games between them. 
See pages 5 and 6 for game stories and scores. 
Secure your apartment for 
2010-2011! 
Stop in our office for current 
listings. 
GOING FAST!! 
CA 
Management Inc. 
1045 N  Main SI  Bowling Green, OH 43402 
419-353-5800 
meccabg com 
info@meccabg.com 
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HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11 
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
Available May 15,2010 
517 N. Summit - 710 Elm St. - 
Three bedrooms S1.050 per Three bedrooms. $740.00 per 
monlh plus utilities. Deposit month plus utilities. Deposit 
$1,050. Has attached garage $740.00. Has washer, dryer. Limit 
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. 3 people Limit 3 cars. 
Lease 5/15/10 -5/7/11. Lease 5/15/10 -5/7-11. 
704 Second St. ■ 
Three bedrooms. $95000 per 
month plus utilities Limit 3 people. 
Limit 3 cars. 
Lease 5/15/10-5/7-11. 
722 Eighth St, ■ 
Three bedrooms. $575.00 per 
month plus utilities. Deposit 
$575.00. Limit 3 people 
Limit 3 cars. 
Lease 5/1510-5/7/11. 
Available August 19, 2010 
723 Sixth St. - 
Three bedrooms $550.00 per 
month plus utilities. Limit 3 people 
Limit 3 cars Tenants do not have 
use of garage 
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11 
720 Eighth St. - 
Three bedrooms. $575.00 per month 
plus utilities. Deposit $575.00. Limit 
3 people. Limit 3 cars. 
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11 
830 Scott Hamilton • 
Three bedrooms, 2 baths $900.00 
per month plus utilities Has A/C 
Limit 5 people Limit 5 cars. 
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11. 
908 E. Wooster. ■ 
Three bedrooms. $1,020.00 per 
month plus utilities. Limit 3 people. 
Limit 3 cars. 
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11. 
256 S. College #A- 
Three bedrooms. $750.00 per month 
plus utilities. Limit 4 people. 
Limit 4 cars. 
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11. 
712 Second #A ■ 
Two bedrooms in each unit. $650.00 
per month plus utilities. Has 
dishwasher, C/A. Limit 2 people. Limit 
2 cars 
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11. 
OtGRttfASttW 
sss*-1^^**5 
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319 E WOOSTER ST  .       • 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
rtfianW UnWeflW 
\t'saswa- \\ss\n9 
0uto<\w°u 
Get a' 
CatcW-   ^ Remote. 
FRANKLIN 
UNIVERSITY 
Find out more 
franklin.edu/summer 
